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This talk presents selected results of my research on the right periphery over the past decade, 
building on the extensive literature written in Chinese and providing a systematic study of SFPs. 
The starting point is Thomas Hun-tak Lee’s (1986) and Tang Ting-chi’s (1989) analysis of the 
yes/no question SFP ma and other SFPs as C as well as Zhu Dexi’s (1982) classical division of 
SFPs into three mutually exclusive classes respecting a fixed order. As shown in Paul (2009) 
and subsequent  work, this division can be re-cast into a three-layered split CP à la Rizzi (1997), 
modulo adding Attitude Phrase as speaker/hearer related projection and using the label Low C 
instead of Rizzi’s FiniteP, given the controversial status of finiteness in Chinese (cf. Paul 2018). 
 
(1) The three layers in the split root CP (Paul 2014; Paul & Pan 2017) 

C1 (Low C) C2 (Force) C3 (Attitude) 
le currently  

relevant state 
éryǐ ‘only’ 
 

baImp (advisative ba) a softening  

 
láizhe recent past 
 
ne1 continuing sit. 

baQconfirmation ei gentle reminder 
ma yes/no question 
……… 

ou impatience, surprise 
ma dogmatic assertion 
zhene intensifier ……… 
ne3 exaggeration ba probability

 (N.B. The semantic values indicated for each SFP can give a rough approximation only.) 
 
Mandarin Chinese features not only SFPs linked to discourse (as would be expected from its 
alleged “discourse-oriented” nature), but also SFPs encoding sentence-type as well as SFPs 
interacting with TP-internal properties such as aspect and negation. They all occupy a position 
in the (right) sentence periphery and are thus construed with the entire clause, leading to a 
transparent syntax/semantics mapping in terms of scope relations.  
 The simultaneous presence of all three C-projections is rare, for semantic reasons. Zhu 
(1982) established the rigid order (cf. (2a)) by using the same notion of transitivity as in the 
cartographic approach (cf. Cinque 1999, Rizzi 1997): if A precedes B and B precedes C, then 
A precedes C. Note that single-vowel SFPs fuse phonetically with the preceding syllable (2b). 
 
(2a) [ForceP [LowCP [TP Tā   bù   chōu   yān    ] {[LowC° le]] [Force° ma] ]}/*{[Force° ma]  [LowC° le]}? 
                           3SG NEG inhale cigarette        LOWC      FORCE  /                 FORCE     LOWC 
 ‘Does he no longer smoke?’ 
(2b) [AttP [ForceP [TP Jìnlái] [b’ou (=baImp + ou)]]! ‘Hurry, come in!’ 
                                      fusion: FORCE+ATT 
 
Low Cs have access to material inside TP: e.g. láizhe is incompatible with telic predicates (3). 
Only low Cs are acceptable in non-root contexts, to the exclusion of ForceP and AttP (4a-b). 
 
(3a) [LowCP [TP Tā   gāngcái  hái  zài    zhèr] láizhe]       (3b)  *[[Tā   rù     dǎng] láizhe]] 
                3SG just        still  be.at here  LOWC               3SG enter party  LOWC 
 ‘He was still here a moment ago.’    (Intended: ‘He entered the party recently.’) 
(4a) [TPmatrix [LowCP [TP Tā  bù    chōu   yān     ]   le     ]  bù   suàn  shénme xīnwén] 
                  3SG NEG inhale cigarette LOWC  NEG count what     news 
 ‘The fact that he no longer smokes is not such big news.’ 



(4b) [TPmatrix {[TP Tā   lái      bù   lái]    /*[ForceP [TP tā     lái     ma]]/ } méi  yǒu  guānxī] 
                     3SG come NEG come/                  3SG come FORCE  NEG have relation 
 ‘Whether he comes or not doesn’t matter. 
 
Two exclusively non-root Cs have been identified: de heading the complement of shì ‘be’ in 
propositional assertion (cf. Paul & Whitman 2008) and dehuà heading conditional clauses. 
There is no split CP in non-root contexts, hence the unacceptability of le in the complement 
clause of [-root] Cs. By contrast, de as non-root C can co-occur with the low C of the root clause: 
 
(5a) [ClowP [TP  Wèntíi    xiànzài [shì [CP[-root] [ ti  néng jiějué] (*le)     de    ]]]   le  ] 
       problem now        be                   can   solve     CLOW  C[-root]   CLOW 
 ‘The problem can certainly be solved now.’ 
 
(5b) [TopP [CP[-root] Rúguǒ xià  yǔ  (*le)     dehuà ]  [TP wǒ  jiù   bù    qù]] 
                       if         fall rain  CLOW  C[-root]      1SG then NEG  go 
 ‘If it rains, then I won’t go.’ 
 
The root vs non-root asymmetry in the Chinese C-system is important, because it shows that 
alongside with other features, SFPs also have to be specified for the feature [+ root]. With 
respect to their feature bundles, Chinese SFPs are thus on a par with C-heads such as English 
that and if, which besides their Force feature (declarative or interrogative) also encode [-root]. 
This challenges Huang, Li and Li’s (2009: 35) view that complex feature bundles are 
characteristic of functional categories in inflecting languages, but not in Chinese. 
  Acquisition studies (cf. a.o. Tao Yu 2012) report that children before the age of two 
years use the low C ne1, the Force head ma and the “dogmatic assertion” Attitude head ma, as 
well as the two Force heads ba, i.e. advisative ba in imperatives and the confirmation question 
ba. The acquisition of the appropriate prosodic features seems more complex, although more 
systematic studies including a larger array of SFPs are needed here (cf. Yang Yu’an 2012).  
  Time permitting, I discuss TP-internal discourse particles equivalent to so-called modal 
particles in German, including their being homophonous with VP-level adverbs, inter alia yòu 
‘again’, yě ‘also’ (cf. Y.-H. Audrey Li & Haley Wei 2018: 197-213). Importantly, as observed 
for German and English, modal particles are acceptable in peripheral adverbial clauses only, 
not in central adverbial clauses.  
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